
Dealing with High Conflict People in Legal
Disputes: Strategies to Navigate Challenging
Situations

In any legal dispute, emotions and tensions can run high. However, there are
cases when one party exhibits extreme behavior, making the situation even more
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challenging. These individuals are commonly referred to as high conflict people
(HCPs). Understanding their characteristics, strategies to manage them, and
ways to protect your own well-being are crucial when navigating legal conflicts.

Defining High Conflict People

High conflict people are individuals who chronically engage in behavior that
increases conflict rather than seeking resolutions. They often exhibit one or more
of the following traits:
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Uncontrolled anger and hostility towards others involved in the conflict.

A consistent pattern of blaming others and refusing to take responsibility.

Extreme black-and-white thinking without any room for compromise.

Difficulty empathizing or understanding others' perspectives.

Intense emotional reactions to minor issues.
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These characteristics can significantly hinder the progress of legal disputes and
prolonged resolution timelines, causing increased stress for everyone involved.

The Impact of High Conflict People on Legal Disputes

When dealing with high conflict people, it is important to understand the potential
impact they can have:

Demanding excessive attention and energy: HCPs often require a
disproportionate amount of attention and resources, diverting focus from the
core issues of the legal dispute.

Lengthy legal proceedings: Their refusal to cooperate, inability to
compromise, and chronic litigious mindset can lead to protracted court
battles, delaying resolution and escalating costs.

Increased emotional stress: The aggressive behavior and unpredictable
nature of HCPs can take an emotional toll on all parties involved, including
lawyers and supporting professionals.

Financial strain: Extended legal battles result in higher expenses, affecting
the financial well-being of all parties.

Neglected best interests: The focus on winning and "getting even" can
overshadow the best interests of children or other individuals affected by the
legal dispute.

Strategies to Deal with High Conflict People

When faced with a high conflict person in a legal dispute, here are some
strategies that can help you navigate the situation more effectively:

1. Understand the high conflict personality:



Recognizing the characteristics and behaviors associated with high conflict
people enables you to anticipate and prepare for their actions. By understanding
them, you can better manage your response and protect your own well-being
from their tactics.

2. Focus on your own emotional well-being:

Dealing with high conflict people can be emotionally draining. Prioritize your own
mental health and seek support from professionals or support groups who can
provide guidance and coping strategies.

3. Establish clear boundaries:

Set clear boundaries with the high conflict person, both in terms of
communication and expectations. Define what behaviors are acceptable and
what consequences they may face if they cross those boundaries.

4. Engage professionals experienced in handling high conflict
individuals:

Working with legal professionals who have experience dealing with high conflict
people can significantly benefit your case. They can provide valuable insight and
strategies to manage difficult interactions and navigate complex disputes.

5. Document everything:

From emails to phone calls and in-person conversations, keep a detailed record
of all interactions with the high conflict person. This documentation can be crucial
in legal proceedings and protect you from false accusations or misinterpretations.

6. Avoid engaging in their tactics:

High conflict people often thrive on drawing others into conflicts. It is important to
stay composed, avoid retaliatory behavior, and focus on seeking resolutions



rather than engaging in their aggressive tactics.

7. Seek court intervention when necessary:

If the situation escalates or becomes unmanageable, don't hesitate to seek court
intervention. Judges can impose consequences or assign professionals to assess
and manage the situation, ensuring a fair resolution.

Dealing with high conflict people in legal disputes can be incredibly challenging.
However, by understanding their characteristics, implementing effective
strategies, and seeking professional guidance, you can navigate these situations
with resilience and protect your own well-being throughout the process.
Remember to prioritize your mental health, focus on seeking resolutions rather
than engaging in conflicts, and document everything to strengthen your position
in legal proceedings.
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People with high conflict personalities (HCPs) clog our courts as plaintiffs with
inappropriate claims against their personal "targets of blame," and as defendants
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who have harmed others and need to be stopped. Everybody knows someone
with a High Conflict Personality. "How can he be so unreasonable?" "Why does
she keep fighting? Can't she see how destructive she is?" "Can you believe
they're going to court over ______?"

Some HCPs are more difficult than others, but they tend to share a similar
preoccupation with blame that drives them into one dispute after another—and
keeps everyone perplexed about how to deal with them.

Using case examples and an analysis of the general litigation and negotiation
behaviors of HCPs, this book helps make sense of the fears that drive people to
file lawsuits and complaints. It provides insight for containing their behavior while
managing and/or resolving their disputes. Characteristics of the five "high-conflict"
personality disorders are explored:

Borderline
Narcissistic
Histrionic
Paranoid
Antisocial

Bill Eddy is a lawyer, therapist, mediator, and President of the High Conflict
Institute. He developed the "High Conflict Personality" theory and is an
international expert on the subject. He is a Certified Family Law Specialist and
Senior Family Mediator at the National Conflict Resolution Center. He has taught
at the University of San Diego School of Law, is on the part-time faculty of the
Straus Institute for Dispute Resolution at the Pepperdine University School of
Law and the National Judicial College, and lectures at Monash University in
Australia.
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